
Word to Everything I Love 
after Willie Perdomo, Elena Gonzales, Skye Bowdon, and Sarah Peralta. 
 
 
to the girl who beat me at limbo last night, 
at that party on 3rd, who sipped scotch like a vanilla milkshake. 
to the one who leaves the fork in their mouth an extra second, 
to savor the flavor, whose hands are softer than kindness itself. word 
 
to my poems before august, word to everything i love. 
 
the abandoned brothel across the street, yelling drum sirens 
to the beat of the bell at Our Lady of Guadalupe Parish on sundays.  
 
a sound so captivating i swear i could nestle in its arms. shaped  
to the sound of the tourists buying fresh apricots in the plaza  
who constructed walls into a farmer's market. word 
 
word to our community center, the Allsup’s on 1050 Paseo, 
whose cashier handmakes the chimichangas to replace the corporate ones. word  
 
word to the children at Michael’s Kitchen 
 
donuts so lightly sprinkled in glaze, pillow of hope every snow day. 
 
   and don’t even get me started on those green chile maple bacon ones. 
 
word  
to everything   i love. 
 
to the boy who writes prose poems for his teachers, 
who only writes in cursive, our eyes attached glued ‘til the bell rang. 
to the secluded mother, who sits to the point of nothing, 
no ideas but the things he had done to her. word 
 
to the group of friends who spit on colonizers’ graves  
everytime they hang downtown. to the juice stand in the plaza  
that gave them discounts on their thirst, refilling their mouths with saliva. 
showing them that new mexico love. word  
 



to the zoom professor. word 
first woman in an executive seat. word 
 
nothing like sticking your head out the window to smell  
the city grease of a Lotaburger parking lot, acting like a labrador 
salivating from the mouth. word 
 
oh, honey, what it is to know that feeling.  
 
what it is to go home, 
 
and wait   some thirty minutes   ‘til the chile digests. 
 
man you are fucked. 
 
word to everything i love. 
 
to the sisters who battle until one is in a coma, then after: 
so kindly hand eachother an ice pack. to the oldest sister, who might 
get socked in the face while trying to deescalate. like  
an oxymoron for a debate stage. word 
 
to the wit of a mother, so closely unreachable, to the point of giving up,  
until her child feels like giving up, who can’t take it anymore, a mother 
hugs and screams with her child until their vocal cords unravel  
like drawstrings. only pulling them to talk to one another. word 
 
word to everything i love. 
 
to the poems within poems within poems 
 
to the ones who need to lower the mic to spit a bar 
to the ones who need to raise the mic to spit a bar 
 
drop bombs in every member of the audience’s heart 
exuberant and flattering and rhythmic. word  
 
a lyrical rhetoric to elevate the alphabeticals. oratory 
or heaven sent; this town marinated in blood, stolen 
and sautéed. a contradiction so incredibly relevant. word  



to the grandparents who pass down their  
parent’s green chile stew recipes,  
 

sopapilla recipes,  tres leches. word 
 
to the father who lends time to family.  
who never stops fighting for them. to the parent 
who plays De La Soul without the curse words. word  
 
to the clean version. word  
 
to my dog, Tuco Salamanca. word  
to my brother: 
for naming our dog Tuco Salamanca 
 
to the notebook kids 
to wordsmiths 
to beat boxers 
to homies 
to the cyphers 
 
to all of us 
 
to new mexico, 
 
our home 
 
that’s just a back road away, 
 
 
word.  


